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Descriptive Report

The Country represented on this Sheet is extremely steep, and broken up with deep Crevasses and Gulches, which are in many places impassable for Men to cross. The Crevasses and Hills are Crowned with Pointed Red Sandstone, and thick Currus, with fern and the ophic phytology of grass.

In many places the Red Sand is forced to a height of ten feet and 15 feet in diameter. At the base, the Country is well sculptured and is used for grazing purposes.

There are no walks leading from the Coast to the interior. Everything is track or footpath over hills and the banks of streams. At 21 miles, Julian 36 miles, from the Coast in the nearest settlement.

At Pacific Salley there is a small settlement, the people living there are engaged raising cattle. At this place there is a plain flat landing during the summer months. There is also a fair flat landing.
South of theusher San Martin White. These lands can be seen on the west. The Grist is very old and covered with trees of ditches. A thousand ships would go to pieces in a very short time. When the happened to get on the side of Pacific Bay, landing at this place under favorable circumstances, the might be saved. In this locality there is no means of building a league road over the summit of the Coast Range of Mountains.
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